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The 896 modules of the CBM Silicon Tracking System will be equipped with two front-end electronics boards (FEBs) each, carrying per board eight STS-XYTER ASICs that read out the silicon micro-strip sensors of the modules [1]. The boards will be stacked at the top and bottom layers of the detector, mounted in a shelf structure that is in contact with a cooling plate to remove the power dissipated by the electronics. Due to the spatial constraints there, the board dimensions are restricted to the limited size, as shown in Fig. 1. At the same time, the board has to provide the infrastructure for achieving the full output band width needed to read out the detector. This translates to realizing up to 5 LVDS pairs per final ASIC, a high-density challenge for the FEB design and prototyping.

For assembly test purposes, a PCB was produced onto which 8 STS-XYTERv1 ASICs can be mounted but not having any electrical functionality. Only the top and bottom layers are covered with a gold layer for test bonding of ASICs and cables. During its layout, it turned out that only one of the four readout channels of each ASIC could be routed to the digital I/O connector, limited due to the available space in between the ASICs. This technological problem is the subject of current work.

In order to prepare a test equipment for a complete read-out chain from sensor to GBTx boards, an intermediate FEB board has been designed that is not constrained to the small dimensions. The PCB, called FEB4, hosts only four ASICs. Its layout is shown in Fig. 2. This PCB comprises the required power supply LDOs. All I/O channels of each ASIC are linked to a connector. In addition, the required high-voltage capacitors (rated 250 V) for bias decoupling have been added to the differential LVDS connections. In Fig. 3(a) the board’s assembly pads for passive devices are visible. For the devices’ case size, the norm 0201[m] had to be chosen in order to fit them between the ASICs. This board is currently being used for testing of the STS-XYTERv1 chips. One ASIC wire-bonded to the board is shown in Fig. 3(b).
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